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A rural retreat in the Flemish landscape of
farm holdings and country villas, this family
winery is named for the Valcke Vleug, a
stream running through the site. Winemaking, horse-riding, rejuvenation amid
resplendent nature are the uses of this
place; the architecture designed to enhance
what the landscape already offered, while
elaborating on contextual precedents and
traditions in a contemporary voice. The parti
sets out a horizontal ‘grand barn’ beside a
smaller, vertical house structure to establish
a dialogue of form upon the stage of the
land itself. It is a working farm, if modest in
agricultural scale, so the functionality of the
buildings became an active component of
the brief. But make no mistake, this place is
also for restorative pursuits.
The buildings’ details and palette take cues
from the earth here, as well as conventions
of building precedents. Concrete,
timber, lava stone and metals merge in a
coordinated whole. A grey and black tonal
range completes the continuity. Darkly
stained timber lines many of the walls,
playing handsomely off the careful, rough
concrete surfaces of the floors and some
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of the vertical surfaces. Dark metal, such as
in the roof or fireplace panel, sets off the
other tones and textures. A grand ‘loggia’
end, open to the views, provides a thrilling
culmination between giant beams and the
robust steel rafters of the roof. This is a space
for great gatherings or more contemplative
activities. A long tasting bar in concrete
fronts a tall wall of wine shelving in
dark wood.
The cubic house building sits like a
sculptural foil to the main shed, hinting at
interpretations such as de Chirico still-life
arrangements of monumental elements.
Winery VV is actually monumental, in
its particular, quiet way. A masterful
composition of minimal gestures that each
thrive from their reduced formal language.
Presumably like the wine made here,
heady stuff.

